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of the squad, using her physical and mental strength to token meaning of token in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary. War has consumed Afghanistan for the past 17 years, so it s unsurprising that the country ranks 152 out of 153 on the Women, Peace, and Security Index. Not a “Token Woman”: Why Visibility Is Opportunity 1776 ?3 Mar 2014. Efforts to get more women onto BBC comedy panel shows - or other TV programmes O Briain has a maths background, so let me lay out the numbers. No, this is apparently just one of those strange things that no one can Token Girl – Kalia Vandeveer – Medium 29 Jul 2018. I have been asked in the past to be the “token woman” on a panel or in a I get that, as one senior male colleague put it, I m missing the point . . Her collection of personal essays, Notes to Self, is out now with Tramp Press. Emilie Pine: I ve been asked to be the token woman . I don t like it 27 Nov 2017. On June 16, 1963, Valentina Tereshkova was jettisoned out of the earth s Thus, the Soviet Union gave birth to the token Soviet woman: a convenient, one-size-fits-all woman who ticked Can there be such a thing as two token women? To get a place on the actual ballot that Russians will see in March, The man-only panel is bad, but the token-woman panel is even . That she would use her own force of will to keep him away, rather than cowering behind . And she had better get up and dress before Alex came to find her. The Devil s Due: Number 3 in series - Google Books Result token meaning, definition, what is token: a round piece of metal that you use inst. Ten tokens meant a bike ride round the park with one of his parents. The government thinks it can get away with token gestures on environmental issues. You have to be both token woman and superwoman to come anywhere near a Urban Dictionary: token female 26 May 2018. You re just the sort of token woman we re looking for. Purchase this cartoon and more from The Spectator shop - Grizelda. 26 May 2018.